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Abstract 
With the rapid economic growth in China, the road transportation system was becoming one of the largest and most rapidly 
growing oil consumers in China. This paper focused on the current status and development trend of energy efficiency and CO2
emission intensity of commercial trucks. According to the statistical data of commercial trucks from China's Ministry of 
Transport, there were 10% ~ 30% differences about the energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity among different brands of 
trucks under the same mass section in the industry standard (JT719-2008). There have appeared a group of vehicle with low 
emission and high energy efficiency. Energy efficiency standards and energy efficiency label system have been proven to 
promote energy-saving technology progress. In order to promote the development of energy efficiency and CO2 emission 
intensity of commercial trucks, the ‘Top Runner’ method was proposed to classify the energy efficiency and CO2 emission 
intensity of commercial trucks by coincidence rate, which would lead the road transportation enterprises to high energy 
efficiency trucks. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The necessity to enhance management of commercial trucks fuel economy has reached a consensus and 
commercial trucks have become the keystone of automotive energy conservation for a long time [1,2]. Because the 
product type, using condition and technical state of commercial trucks are more complex than the passenger car, the 
evaluation and management of commercial trucks are more difficult. In 2005, the first fuel consumption limit 
standard for commercial trucks was published in Japan, which divided the commercial trucks into different sections 
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according to the total mass and put forward the corporate average fuel economy limits for different sections. So far, 
many countries and regions have established different vehicle fuel economy or greenhouse gas emission standards, 
as shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. Vehicle fuel economy and greenhouse gas emission standards 
Country/region Type Unit Vehicle Test method Implementation  
United States Fuel/CO2 mpg Car and truck U.S. CAFÉ Mandatory 
European Union CO2 g/km Light-duty fleet EU NEDC Voluntary 
Japan Fuel km/L Car and truck Japan 10-15 Mandatory 
China Fuel L/100km Car and truck 
Constant speed fuel 
consumption  
Mandatory 
California CO2 g/mile Car and Light-duty truck U.S.CAFE Mandatory 
Canada Fuel L/100km Car and Light-duty truck U.S.CAFE Voluntary 
Australia Fuel L/100km Light-duty fleet EU NEDC Voluntary 
Korea Fuel km/L Engine U.S.CAFE Mandatory 
China was the second country to set fuel consumption limit for commercial trucks. In 2008, the Ministry of 
Transport released JT719-2008 “measuring methods and fuel consumption limits of commercial truck ”, which was 
used to the entry management of road freight vehicle. The evaluation system of JT719-2008 was similar to Japan’s 
standard [5,6]. All the trucks were classified into different groups according to the total mass. The 
fuel consumption per hundred kilometers was took as the as evaluation index. Two phase limits was put forward for 
all the different groups of vehicle. The first phase limit was executed in 2010 and the second phase limit was 
executed in 2012. After four years of entry management of road freight vehicle, there have appeared some trucks 
with low emission and high energy efficiency in the market. The energy efficiency standard and energy label system 
have been proven to effectively improve product energy efficiency and promote energy-saving technology progress. 
It was imperative to further promote energy efficiency label system in China. In 2005, the energy efficiency label 
policy was conducted in our country and the product catalog with energy efficiency labeling was formulated. Since 
2005, air conditioners, refrigerators and other major appliances have been affixed with the energy label[3,4]. In 
recent years, according to the development demand of green, circulation, low-carbon transportation system, Ministry 
of Transport of China begin to make an intensive research on the energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of 
key energy-consuming facilities in transportation industry. A series of energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity 
management standard such as “general evaluation method of energy efficiency, CO2 emissions intensity level in 
transportation industry” was set up. Commercial trucks are the key energy-consuming facilities in transportation 
industry. Based on the entry management of road freight vehicle, this paper will research the classification method 
of energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity for commercial trucks, which could provide the foundation for 
revising the fuel economy standard of commercial trucks by road transport management department [7,8]. 
2. Measurement method of fuel consumption of commercial trucks in JT/T 719-2008 
In 2008, Ministry of Transport released “measuring method and fuel consumption limit of commercial truck”, 
which divided the commercial trucks into common lorry, dump truck and semi-trailer truck. All the three groups of 
trucks were divided into different section by the total mass, as shown in Table 2. 
The fuel consumption of commercial trucks was calculated based on the constant speed fuel consumption method, 
as shown in Equation(1). 
( )oi i
i
Q Q k u¦ (1)
Where: Q represents the comprehensive fuel consumption, (L/100km);
oiQ represents the corrected fuel 
consumption under ith test speed and rated load, ( L/100km); ik  represents the weight coefficient of ith test speed, as 
shown in Table 3. 
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Table 2. Classification of commercial truck by total mass 
Serial number Common lorry(kg) Dump truck(kg) Semi-trailer truck(kg) 
1 3500<Td5000 3500<Td5000 Td27000 
2 5000<Td7000 5000<Td7000 27000<Td35000 
3 7000<Td9000 7000<Td9000 35000<Td43000 
4 9000<Td11000 9000<Td11000 43000<Td49000 
5 11000<Td13000 11000<Td13000 üü
6 13000<Td15000 13000<Td15000 üü
7 15000<Td17000 15000<Td17000 üü
8 17000<Td19000 17000<Td19000 üü
9 19000<Td21000 19000<Td21000 üü
10 21000<Td23000 21000<Td23000 üü
11 23000<Td25000 23000<Td25000 üü
12 25000<Td27000 25000<Td27000 üü
13 27000<Td29000 27000<Td29000 üü
14 29000<Td31000 29000<Td31000 üü
Table 3. Weight coefficient of constant speed fuel consumption for commercial trucks 
Weight coefficient  
˄ ik˅
Test speed˄km/h˅ 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Common lorry -- 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.50 
Dump truck 0.05 0.10 0.30 0.35 0.20 -- 
Semi-trailer truck -- 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.50 
3. Analysis of energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of commercial trucks 
3.1.  Calculation of energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of commercial trucks 
The fuel consumption per 100 tons kilometers (L/100 tkm) was selected as the evaluation index of energy 
efficiency. The CO2 emission per kilometer (g/km) was selected as the evaluation index of CO2 emission intensity 
[9,10]. Based on the fuel consumption (L/100km) and rated load of commercial trucks (t), the energy efficiency 
(L/100t.km) of commercial trucks was calculated out, as shown in Equation (2).  
Q
EE = 
m
(2) 
Where: m represents the rated load of commercial truck, (t). 
According to the statistical data from BP China carbon emissions calculator, the conversion relation could be 
obtained between fuel consumption and carbon emission. One liter gas generated 2.30 kg CO2 and one liter diesel 
generates 2.63 kg CO2. The conversion relations between fuel consumption and carbon emission of commercial 
trucks was expressed as Equation (3) and (4). 
Gasoline powered truck: 
2CO
EF  = 23.0 Q g/kmu˄ ˅ (3) 
Diesel powered truck: 
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2CO
EF  = 26.3 Q g/kmu˄ ˅ (4)
3.2. Energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of common lorry 
The distribution of fuel consumption of common lorry declared from 2012 to 2014 was shown in Figure 1. The 
second phase limit was carried on since September 2011. It can be seen that all the trucks met the second phase limit, 
however, the difference of fuel consumption of different trucks was over 25% within the same mass section. The 
energy efficiency of common lorry was shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the energy efficiency of common lorry 
within the same mass section had a great difference, which was more than 25% in some mass section. The CO2
emission intensity of common lorry was shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the CO2 emission intensity of 
common lorry within the same mass section also have a great change. 
Fig. 1. Distribution of fuel consumption of common lorry declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig. 2. Distribution of energy efficiency of common lorry declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig. 3. Distribution of CO2 emission intensity of common lorry declared from 2012 to 2014 
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3.3. Energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of dump truck 
The distribution of fuel consumption of dump truck declared from 2012 to 2014 was shown in Figure 4. The 
second phase limit was carried on since September 2011. It can be seen that all the trucks met the second phase limit, 
however, the difference of fuel consumption of different trucks was over 15% within the same mass section. The 
energy efficiency of dump truck was shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the energy efficiency of dump truck 
within the same mass section had a great difference, which was more than 15% in some mass section. The CO2
emission intensity of dump truck was shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the CO2 emission intensity of dump 
truck within the same mass section also have a great change. 
Fig. 4. Distribution of fuel consumption of dump truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig. 5. Distribution of energy efficiency of dump truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig. 6. Distribution of CO2 emission intensity of dump truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
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3.4. Energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of semi-trailer truck 
The distribution of fuel consumption of semi-trailer truck declared from 2012 to 2014 was shown in Figure 7. The 
second phase limit was carried on since September 2011. It can be seen that all the trucks met the second phase limit, 
however, the difference of fuel consumption of different trucks was over 25% within the same mass section. The 
energy efficiency of semi-trailer truck was shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the energy efficiency of semi-trailer 
truck within the same mass section had a great difference, which was more than 25% in some mass section. The CO2
emission intensity of semi-trailer truck was shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the CO2 emission intensity of 
semi-trailer truck within the same mass section also have a great change. 
Fig. 7. Distribution of fuel consumption of semi-trailer truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig. 8. Distribution of energy efficiency of semi-trailer truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
Fig.  9. Distribution of CO2 emission intensity of semi-trailer truck declared from 2012 to 2014 
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According to the statistical data of commercial trucks, there is 15% ~ 25% differences between different brands 
of trucks under the same mass section of the industry standard (JT719-2008). There have appeared a group of 
leading models with low-emission and high-efficiency, which have built a certain foundation for carrying on the 
energy-efficiency management in the road transport industry. 
4. Classification of energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of commercial truck 
The energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity of commercial truck was classified into four levels (elimination, 
entry, energy-saving and advanced) through three limits (entry, energy-saving and advanced) by reference to the 
grading method of energy efficiency, CO2 emission intensity in the transportation industry. The ‘top runner’ method 
was used to figure out all the three limits based on the coincidence rate. The common lorry (3500<Td5000), dump 
truck (3500<Td5000) and semi-trailer truck (43000<Td49000) were selected to analyze the distribution of energy-
efficiency and CO2 emission intensity and application of classification method. 
Case one: Common lorry  (3500 kg < T d 5000 kg) 
The probability density distribution of energy efficiency of common lorry (3500<Td5000) was shown in Figure 
10(1). The cumulative density distribution was shown in Figure 10(2). When the cumulative probability respectively 
equal to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, the energy efficiency of common lorry (3500<Td5000)  respectively equal to 4.9, 5.8 and 
6.8(L/100t.km). Three limits divided the energy efficiency of all common lorry (3500<Td5000) into four levels as 
show in Figure 10(2). 
(1)                                                                                                   (2) 
Fig. 10. Probability density distribution of the energy efficiency of common lorry 
The probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of common lorry (3500<Td5000) was shown in 
Figure 11(1). The cumulative density distribution was shown in Figure 11(2). When the cumulative probability 
respectively equal to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, the CO2 emission intensity of common lorry (3500<Td5000) respectively 
equal to 266, 288 and 294(g/km). Three limits divided the CO2 emission intensity of all common lorry 
(3500<Td5000) into four levels as show in Figure 11(2). 
(1)                                                                                                         (2) 
Fig. 11. Probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of common lorry 
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Case two: Dump truck (3500 kg < T d 5000 kg) 
The probability density distribution of the energy efficiency of dump truck (3500<Td5000) was shown in Figure 
12(1). The cumulative density distribution was shown in Figure 12(2). When the cumulative probability respectively 
equal to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, the energy efficiency of dump truck (3500<Td5000)  respectively equal to 5.15, 6.25 and 
6.65(L/100t.km). Three limits divided the energy efficiency of all the dump truck (3500<Td5000) into four levels as 
show in Figure 12(2). 
(1)                                                                                                                     (2) 
Fig. 12. Probability density distribution of the energy efficiency of dump truck 
The probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of commercial dump truck (3500<Td5000) is 
shown in Figure 13(1). The cumulative density distribution is shown in Figure 13(2). When the cumulative 
probability respectively equals to 0.1 0.5 and 0.9, the energy efficiency of dump truck (3500<Td5000)  respectively 
equals to 268, 283 and 291(g/km). Three limits divided the CO2 emission intensity of all dump truck (3500<Td5000) 
into four levels as show in Figure 13(2). 
(1)                                                                                                                    (2) 
Fig. 13. Probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of dump truck 
Case three: Semi-trailer truck (43000 kg < T d 49000 kg) 
The probability density distribution of the energy efficiency of commercial semi-trailer truck (43000<Td49000) 
is shown in Figure 14(1). The cumulative density distribution is shown in Figure 14(2). When the cumulative 
probability respectively equals to 0.1 0.5 and 0.9, the energy efficiency of semi-trailer truck (43000<Td49000)  
respectively equals to 1.54, 1.61 and 1.82(L/100t.km).  Three limits divided the energy efficiency of all the semi-
trailer  truck (3500<Td5000) into four levels as show in Figure 14(2). 
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(1)                                                                                                                       (2) 
Fig. 14. Probability density distribution of the energy efficiency of semi-trailer truck 
The probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of commercial semi-trailer truck  
(43000<Td49000) is shown in Figure 15(1). The cumulative density distribution is shown in Figure 15(2). When the 
cumulative probability respectively equals to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, the energy efficiency of semi-trailer truck 
(43000<Td49000)   respectively equals to 942, 1002 and 1019(g/km). Three limits divided the CO2 emission 
intensity of all semi-trailer truck  (43000<Td49000)  into four levels as show in 15(2). 
(1)                                                                                                                      (2) 
Fig. 15. Probability density distribution of the CO2 emission intensity of semi-trailer truck 
5. Conclusion 
According to the statistical data of commercial truck from China's ministry of transport, there was 15% ~ 25% 
differences about the energy efficiency and CO2 emission intensity for different brands of trucks under the same 
mass section of the industry standard (JT719-2008). There have appeared a group of leading vehicle models with 
low-emission and high-efficiency, which have built a certain foundation for carrying on the energy-efficiency 
management in the road transport industry. Based on the distribution analysis of declared commercial trucks, three 
different trucks (common lorry, dump truck and semi-trailer truck) were concentrated into a couple of specific mass 
sections and the number of trucks within other mass sections was few. The common lorry (3500<Td5000), dump 
truck (3500<Td5000) and semi-trailer truck (43000<Td49000) were selected to analyze the distribution of energy-
efficiency and CO2 emission intensity and the Top Runner method was proposed to classify the energy efficiency 
and CO2 emission intensity of commercial trucks by coincidence rate, which would lead the road transportation 
enterprises to high efficiency trucks and provide the foundation for revising the fuel economy standards of 
commercial truck by road transport management department. 
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